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Abstract
It is widely known that task-specific analyses are used to understand human brain functioning while performing cognitive tasks.
Here, time-series of 3D volumes of Functional Magnetic Resonance (fMR) scans of subjects performing well defined cognitive 
tasks are utilized. We report a framework for classifying between two distinct cognitive tasks, (a) Viewing picture (b) Reading 
sentences. In the first phase, the classification ability of each voxel is computed and the best-performing voxels are identified 
based on an empirical threshold, labeled here as pivotal voxels. In the second phase, voxels that belong to the anatomical regions
which lead to the discrimination between the tasks are identified, labeled here as subtle voxels. Active voxels for the respective 
cognitive tasks are obtained using a t-test; Intersecting active voxels are eliminated in order to obtain discriminating voxels. In 
our experiments, 80 time-series were used, equally representing the two cognitive tasks. Classification using the Support Vector 
Machine yielded classification accuracy of 98% using pivotal voxels and 92% using subtle regions, on Leave-One-Example-Out
validation scheme.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of MIUA 2016.
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1. Introduction
The study of human brain function has obtained a significant encouragement over the last decade from the advent 
of functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), a brain imaging method that boosts our ability to find the 
correlation in neural brain activity of human subjects at high spatial resolution (several millimeters), across the 
entire brain. The significant advantages of fMRI are its non-invasive process and sub-second temporal resolution. It 
is employed to determine a variety of functional views such as networks in cognitive tasks, functional disorders, 
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cortical mapping of cognitive tasks that may be correlated with structural studies, effects of medication therapies etc. 
Thus it has been considered an important instrument for neuroscientists, psychiatrists and radiologists.
   Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a technique for obtaining 3D volumes of brain to capture 
neural activity as it happens. The fundamental concept of this technique is to measure the change in blood oxygen 
level in the areas of high neural activity, called the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal. More 
specifically, it measures the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated haemoglobin with respect to a control baseline at 
individual points on a three dimensional grid. The fundamental cell of this grid is called a voxel (volume element) 
which contains cortical matter. Each voxel contains hundreds of thousands of neurons and a volume of a few tens of 
cubic millimeters. In the activity based experiment, specific predefined tasks are conducted for predetermined time 
slots while the subject is lying on the scanner bed. During these intervals, a full scan of brain is continuously carried 
out, and volumes of fMRI images of the entire brain volume are yielded. If the total duration of an experiment is 2 
minutes, and scanning is done for every half a second, we will obtain 240 volumes of brain data.             
   
   We propose in this work, two techniques to analyze fMRI data, based on machine learning methods. Our goal is to 
aid the process of automatic classification of the cognitive states of a human subject, as captured by the fMR data.
Towards this, we explore region-wise studies for discrimination between tasks.
2. Prior work
In the pioneering work3, the authors describe classifiers to distinguish cognitive states that show distinct tasks, 
such as viewing a sentence/picture, reading an ambiguous/non ambiguous sentence etc. As pointed out in the 
literature, this category of problems in machine learning needs careful analysis because the data are extremely high 
dimensional and noisy, with very few available instances. In 4, the authors have shown the use of classifying brain 
states as a feedback mechanism to control the stimulus in real-time. Some work such as 5, discuss the challenges in 
deciding the optimal feature categories and choices of classifiers.
    In 6, the authors applied a cascade of classifiers for improved performance. In 7, the authors have advised a new 
group of classifiers called Generalized Sparse Classifiers to address the issue of over-fitting, due to the large-
dimensional data. In works such as 8, the authors have blended the phases of feature selection and classification, into 
one single step. Their algorithm is called Support Vector Decomposition Machine and comprises the goals of 
dimensionality reduction in features along with classification into a single objective function. In 9, the authors have 
applied Recursive Feature Elimination that employs the support vector machine recursively to remove irrelevant 
voxels and estimate informative spatial patterns. In 10, the random forest approach is applied to select the set of
informative regions that create correlation between features, providing patterns for predictive voxels that can be 
interpreted. Several research groups have been working towards localizing the Region of Activation. The ROA in 
the work by 3 is obtained by the process of registration of the structural MRI and the functional MRI of the subject 
under study.
    We have centered our focus to find the optimal feature selection process and the optimal classifier, for region-
wise studies towards discrimination between cognition tasks.
3. Methods and Materials
    In this section, we describe the two proposed techniques employed for fMR data analysis.
3.1. Pivotal Voxels
Pivotal voxels are those that best-perform during voxel-wise classification, and could be distributed anywhere in 
the brain volume. Here, we outline a process carried out on each voxel, to obtain the pivotal voxels.
x Single voxel classification of the two considered cognitive states is carried out. We employ the 
Leave- One-Example-Out validation scheme, where we use all available examples for training the
classifier with the exception of one that is used for testing. This is repeated for all the examples in a 
particular subject and the accuracy of the classification is calculated by the number of correct 
predictions.
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x For a given voxel, if the accuracy of classification is greater than an empirical threshold, then it is 
called a pivotal voxel.
After the above process is carried out on every voxel, we assemble all pivotal voxels i.e. m voxels are selected 
from n voxels, and m is always less than n.
For finding an empirical threshold value of classification accuracy, we follow the below process.
x We start the above-outlined procedure for determining pivotal pixels, with a randomly-chosen 
initial threshold value and repeat the process with both, increasing and decreasing values. The plot 
in Fig.1 shows the values considered for the threshold, along the X-axis.
x In each iteration for every distinct value of threshold, separate sets of pivotal voxels are obtained. 
The average misclassification error over all subjects is computed for each separate set of pivotal 
voxels. This is plotted along the Y-axis in Fig. 1.
x From the plot in Fig.1 we retain that value as the threshold, for which the misclassification is the 
least. Here, the value is 0.6.
3.2. Subtle voxels
Subtle voxels are defined as those voxels that belong to anatomical regions that lead to discrimination between 
the tasks. The procedure to determine them is as follows:
x For each voxel, a t-test is applied to compare the voxels fMRI activity of cognitive task with 
respect to fixation periods. Then n voxels are selected with the lowest p value, and are called
active voxels.
x The active voxels are segregated on the basis of the anatomical regions with respect to each 
cognitive task.
x For every distinct anatomical region, R : 
i. Voxels of the selected region, R, for one cognitive task, (R1) are compared 
with the voxels of the same region, R, for the second cognitive task (R2). 
7KHLQWHUVHFWLQJYR[HOVLQ5ŀ5DUHHOLPLQDWHGDQd remaining voxels are 
called subtle voxels.
ii. For every region R, we obtain a set of unique voxels corresponding to each 
cognitive task.
Fig.1 x-axis represents threshold value and y-axis represents the corresponding misclassification error.
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x Hence, we select n top regions that show the maximum difference in their voxels among two 
cognitive tasks across all subjects and are known as subtle regions. For example, in Fig.2 & 
Fig.3, the number of subtle voxels are given in each distinct region for the two considered 
cognitive states. The anatomical region CALC is seen to have 30 voxels for the image-viewing 
cognitive task, whereas it has 75 voxels for the sentence-reading cognitive task, hence it is 
selected as a subtle region.
3.3. Dataset - Sentence versus Picture Study
  In this fMRI study, trials were conducted on six subjects. The data description is obtained from the website 
where the data was downloaded 11. During each trial they were shown in sequence a sentence and a simple picture, 
then answered whether the sentence correctly described the picture. We used these data to explore the feasibility of 
training classifiers to distinguish whether the subject is examining a sentence or a picture during a particular time 
interval. In half of the trials the picture was presented first, followed by the sentence. In the remaining trials, the 
sentence was presented first, followed by the picture. In either case, the first stimulus (sentence or picture) was 
presented for 4 seconds, followed by a blank screen for 4 seconds. The second stimulus was then presented for up to 
4 seconds, ending when the subject pressed the mouse button to indicate whether the sentence correctly described 
the picture. Finally, a rest period of 15 seconds was inserted before the next trial began. Thus, each trial lasted 
approximately 27 seconds. Pictures were geometric arrangements of the symbols +, * and/or $. Sentences were 
descriptions such as “it is true that the plus is below the dollar.” Half of the sentences were negated (e.g. “It is not 
true that the star is above the plus.”) and the other half were affirmative sentences.
       Each subject was presented a total of 40 trials as described above, interspersed with ten additional rest periods. 
During each of these rest periods, the subject was asked to relax while staring at a fixed point on the screen. fMRI 
images were collected every 500 msec. Each trial consists of an average of 5000 voxels for one snapshot, total to 
about 270, 000 voxels for a particular trial over the entire span of time in the experiment. The data were marked 
with 25 anatomically defined regions referred to as Regions of Activation (ROA).
Fig.2 x& y axis represent voxels frequency and regions while a subject is observing a picture
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Fig.3 x& y axis represent voxels frequency and regions while a subject is reading a sentence
4. Experimental Results
We have successfully trained classifiers to classify cognitive states with two underlying assumptions (a) the fMRI 
data has adequate information to classify cognitive states, and (b) machine learning algorithms could successfully 
learn the spatial-temporal fMRI patterns that discriminate between these cognitive states. In the following, we 
present experimental results indicating that both assumptions are justified.
4.1. Choice of Classifier
Our approach to classifying cognitive states is based on a machine learning approach, in which we train 
classifiers to predict the subject’s cognitive state given their observed fMRI data. The trained classifier represents a 
function of the form:
f: fMRI(t,t+8) = Y
where f:fMRI(t,t+8) is the observed fMRI data during the interval from time t to t+8, Y is a finite set of cognitive
states to be discriminated, and the value of f:fMRI(t,t+8) is the classifier prediction regarding which cognitive state 
gave rise to the observed fMRI data fMRI(t,t+8).
     We explore a number of classifier training methods, including:
1. Gaussian Naïve Bayes
2. Support Vector Machine
For all our analysis, we use the Leave-One-Example-Out validation scheme, where we use all available examples 
for training the classifier with the exception of one that is used for testing. Classifiers are trained over 79 of the 80 
examples and applied to the held-out example. This is repeated for all the examples in a particular subject and the 
error of the classification is calculated by the number of incorrect predictions. The two standard classifiers are 
chosen to examine the consistency in results obtained.
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4.2. Discussion
   All simulations are carried out in MATLAB. The dataset, Star Plus data, was downloaded from the website 11
respectively. The data were pre-processed before feature selection and classification. The pre-processing steps 
included the following. The Star Plus data was pre-processed to remove artifacts due to head motion, signal drift, 
and other sources. All voxel activity values were represented by the per cent difference from their mean value 
during rest conditions (when the subject is asked to relax, and not perform any particular task).
Table 1. Without any feature selection method
Subject No. of Voxels Error GNB Error SVM
A 4949 0.57 0.42
B 5015 0.51 0.4
C 4698 0.2 0.16
D 5135 0.42 0.33
E 5062 0.35 0.31
F 4634 0.32 0.22
Table 2. Pivotal voxels to classify cognitive state Picture vs Sentence
Subject No. of Voxels Error GNB Error SVM
A 260 0.01 0.01
B 277 0.01 0.02
C 482 0.01 0.01
D 320 0.03 0.01
E 384 0.08 0.03
F 347 0.05 0.02
Table 3. Subtle region CALC
Subject No. of Voxels Error GNB Error SVM
A 217 0.12 0.03
B 240 0.26 0.22
C 227 0.01 0.01
D 230 0.13 0.11
E 223 0.17 0.1
F 208 0.07 0.05
Table 4. Subtle region CALC and RIPL
Subject No. of Voxels Error GNB Error SVM
A 248 0.32 0.11
B 164 0.27 0.2
C 209 0.01 0.01
D 242 0.12 0.06
E 241 0.17 0.08
F 239 0.07 0.05
   
In table1, results are shown without any feature extraction, all the voxels are used in the classification, column 1
indicates the subject, column 2 shows the no. of voxels selected for the classification and column 3 and column 4 
shows the classification error of GNB and SVM on every subject. Classifiers are trained over 79 of the 80 examples 
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and applied to the held-out example. This is repeated for all the examples in a particular subject and the error of the 
classification is calculated by the number of incorrect predictions.
   In table 2, it indicates the results after implementing pivotal voxels, column 3 and column 4 shows that average 
error of GNB and SVM are 0.03 and 0.02 that shows a significant change in classification accuracy while comparing 
with table 1(without feature extraction), the average error of GNB and SVM are 0.39 and 0.30.
   In table 3 and table 4, results are shown from the region of CALC and CALC, RIPL respectively. We have 
considered some anatomical regions after executing subtle procedures, such as, CALC, RIPL, LT, LDLPFC, RT.
We first trained the classifier separately on each region. In our experiments, we have considered the active voxels of
different sizes, such as, 70, 120, and 200. As shown in table 3, we find CALC is the best-performing region yielding 
average accuracy of 92% with SVM classifier. We also experimented by combining regions, selecting uniform 
number of active voxels from each region. However, as shown in table 4, the best performing regions are found to 
be CALC and RIPL, with classification accuracy of 92% with the SVM classifier.
   From the experiments carried out, the pivotal procedure is found to be the optimal feature extraction method 
leading to the best classification performance. The SVM classifier has shown better performance over the GNB 
classifier for the proposed algorithm as the average error of SVM is 0.12 while that of GNB is 0.17. The advantage 
of the proposed technique lies in the computational feasibility in the implementation of the same. However, lack of 
data availability limits the scope of the study in identifying the cause for misclassification.
5. Conclusion
   In this paper, two methods are proposed for use which achieved a considerable improvement in accuracy in 
classifying the two cognitive states. In the first phase, classification ability of each voxel is computed and the best-
performing voxels are identified based on an empirical threshold, labeled here as pivotal voxels. In the second 
phase, voxels that belong to the anatomical regions which lead to the discrimination between the tasks are identified, 
labeled here as subtle voxels. Active voxels for the respective cognitive tasks are obtained using the t-test; 
Intersecting active voxels are eliminated in order to obtain discriminating voxels. In the second phase, we have 
identified the best-performing region which can discriminate between the two cognitive tasks. The Star Plus dataset 
is used to illustrate our experimental results. Gaussian Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine are the two 
machine learning algorithms employed to classify the data. In our experiments, 80 time-series were used, equally
representing the two cognitive tasks. Classification using SVM yielded classification accuracy of 98% using pivotal 
voxels and 92% using subtle regions, on Leave-One-Example-Out validation scheme.
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